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Description logics (DLs) are a family of formal ontology languages that are
fragments of first-order logic. The main building blocks of such ontologies are
concepts, which are unary predicates, and roles, which are binary predicates.
Concepts and roles can be combined to build concept axioms that can describe
notions from an application domain. Concept axioms are collected in the TBox.
DL ontologies are widely used as knowledge representation formalisms, since they
are the basis for W3C standardized ontology languages comprised in the OWL 2
standard. The main asset of DLs is that they come with formally defined and
well-investigated reasoning problems. Often, the corresponding reasoning procedures are implemented in highly-optimized reasoner systems [8]. DL TBoxes
from practical applications can easily contain more than 10.000s of axioms. If an
unexpected consequence holds w.r.t. such a TBox, it is often far from obvious
why it holds. In cases where a user with little expertise in logic faces such an
unexpected consequence, automated explanation services are needed.
A prominent reasoning problem for DL TBoxes is to decide whether a subsumption relationship holds between two given concepts w.r.t. the TBox, i.e.,
to decide whether the first concept is a specialization of the second taking all
axioms in the TBox into account. Decision procedures for subsumption have
been implemented in a range of DL reasoners [8]. In this extended abstract, we
consider the setting where the unexpected consequence is a missing subsumption
relationship between two concepts w.r.t. an EL TBox. The DL EL is computationally well-behaved, as deciding subsumption is tractable [5]. Furthermore, EL
enjoys the canonical model property, which guarantees the existence of a particular model, which can be embedded into every model of the TBox. Reasoning in
EL then amounts to computing the canonical model. In fact, many EL reasoners implement the computation of the canonical model [2,11,12]. Intuitively, the
canonical model has for each concept from the TBox an element that represents
this concept. Canonical models for TBoxes are node and edge labeled graphs.
This justifies that we view such models as labeled graphs in the following.
To explain negative answers to a subsumption test is a form of explaining
non-entailment which can be addressed by supplying counter examples to the
expected entailment. Such counter examples could then either be displayed to
the user or serve as a starting point for generating more user-friendly explanations, as, for instance, by verbalizing the graph [9]. A counter example for
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non-subsumption is the canonical model of the TBox itself. As this model contains the whole signature of the TBox, it can easily be too large for explanation
purposes. A relevant part of the counter model can be much more comprehensible. We propose in this paper 4 kinds of relevant substructures of canonical
models that can serve as (starting points for) explanations.
As a method for extracting relevant substructures from canonical models,
we propose to use transductions. In general, transductions specify mappings on
relational structures using logical formulae with free variables. Transductions are
a versatile approach for graph transformations as they admit the expressivity
of monadic second order logic in their formulae. In [10] we have argued that
transductions can be suitable for model(-preserving) transformations for DLs.
The relevant parts of a counter model can be obtained by transductions that
prune the canonical model.
Now, for explaining positive answers to a subsumption test early explanation
approaches are based on the computation of justifications, which are minimal axiom subsets of the TBox and that are “responsible” for the subsumption [4,14].
These methods often produce explanations on the granularity of axioms that
appear in the KB and are thus to a certain extend syntactic approaches. Another approach to explaining positive subsumption results is to give a proof,
i.e., a derivation of the subsumption by the calculus in use. Such methods were
investigated for DLs, recently e.g. for EL in [1]. Proof-based methods often supply a rather procedural view on explanations. Our approach to explaining nonsubsumption is more fine-grained than classical justification-based methods in
the sense that it can address each consequence of the TBox, since it uses the semantics of the DL KB. Furthermore, unlike proof-based techniques, the outcome
of our method is of declarative nature and thus well in line with the declarative
formalism of DLs.

Defining Relevant Parts of Counter Models

We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of DLs. These
notions are, for instance, described in [3].
Let T be a TBox and φ := A vT B a subsumption query that uses w.l.o.g.
named concepts (from T ). An interpretation I is called a counter model for φ
w.r.t. T iff I |= T and I 6|= φ. In order to be able to supply a succinct explanation
of T 6|= φ, we aim to reduce the amount of information in the counter model in
order to provide a concise explanation of the non-subsumption. We exemplify
our method by a running example.
Example 1. Clinical differentiation between Parkinson’s disease (PD) and progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) can be challenging due to overlapping clinical
features [13]. We model the characteristics of patients with the diseases by the
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Fig. 1: Model Iex of TBox Tex .

following TBox.

Tex :=
PD v NeuroDisease u ∃accumulates.AlphaProtein u
∃lossOf.Mobility u ∃has.Tremor,
PSP v NeuroDisease u ∃accumulates.TauProtein u
∃lossOf.Mobility u ∃impairs.Speech,
PDPatient v ∃diagnosedWith.PD, TauProtein v Protein u ∃builds.Tubuli,
PSPPatient v ∃diagnosedWith.PSP, AlphaProtein v Protein
Our example subsumption query is φex := PD vTex PSP which is not entailed
by Tex and for which we want to supply relevant parts from the canonical model
of Tex as this is our standard counter model. Figure 1 depicts the canonical
model Iex of Tex using the obvious abbreviations for the names. Iex contains
element a as the representative for the concept PD and b for the concept PSP.
In general, we want to identify relevant substructures of a counter model by
requiring that these substructures to be models of sets of implications that follow
from the TBox T , and hence, preserving parts of the model. To this end, we define
these sets of implications. With EL(sig(T )) denoting EL concepts written in the
signature of T , we define SubsumersT (C) := {H | C vT H, H ∈ EL(sig(T ))}.
Definition 2 (Relevant Implication Sets). Let T be a TBox and A, B ∈
sig(T ) be concept names. The relevant implication sets of T w.r.t. A and B are:
ST (A) := {A v H | H ∈ SubsumersT (A)},
CT (A, B) := {G v H | H ∈ SubsumersT (A) ∩ SubsumersT (B), G ∈ {A, B}},
S̄T (A, B) := {B v H | H ∈ SubsumersT (B), H[M/>, ∃r.>/>] ∈ SubsumersT (A)
for all concept names M and all role names r in sig(H)}.
Intuitively, ST (A) contains all implications that preserve the information from T
on the instances of A. The set CT (A, B) contains all implications that preserve
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(a) exemplify-A-relevant part
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(d) flat-diff-relevant part

Fig. 2: The different kinds of relevant parts of the canonical model Iex of Tex .
for A and for B the information on the commonalities of A and B from T . The
set S̄T (A, B) contains all implications that preserve for B some commonalities
of A and B that follow from T . These commonalities are restricted to those
subsumers of A that remain subsumers, if all concept names are removed from
them and the role-depth of each nested existential restriction is reduced by 1.
Definition 3 (Relevant Parts of Counter Models). Let T be a TBox,
φ := A vT B a subsumption query, I a counter model of φ w.r.t. T . Let a, b ∈
∆I s.t. a ∈ AI \ B I , and b ∈ B I if B I 6= ∅. An interpretation I 0 is called
{exemplify-A, exemplify-A&B, diff, flat-diff }-relevant part of I w.r.t. φ and T iff
I 0 is one of the smallest substructures of I, s.t. I 0 6|= φ, and either
–
–
–
–

0

a ∈ AI 0
0
a ∈ AI 0 , b ∈ B I 0
a ∈ AI 0 , b ∈ B I 0
a ∈ AI , b ∈ B I

and
and
and
and

I0
I0
I0
I0

|= ST (A);
|= ST (A) ∪ ST (B);
|= CT (A, B) ∪ ST (B);
|= CT (A, B) ∪ S̄T (A, B).

(exemplify-A)
(exemplify-A&B)
(diff)
(flat-diff)

We explain the intuition and the purpose of the four kinds of relevant parts and
refer to Figure 2, where the corresponding parts of the canonical model Iex from
our running example are depicted. The exemplify-A-relevant part illustrates the
(implicit) information T has on A and thus can be used to display a “full” example for the conditions for instances of A from the subsumption query. Figure 2a
displays this part of Iex and concept PD.
The exemplify-A&B-part follows the same idea, but does so for both concepts
from the subsumption query. Thus the “full” information from both query concepts can get displayed to the user. The corresponding part from our example
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is displayed in Figure 2b. Now, these two kinds of relevant parts give, in some
sense, the full descriptions of the involved concepts.
Explaining non-entailment, usually is regarded as a kind of abduction problem. In our case of non-subsumption, the corresponding abduction problem
would need to infer what A lacks to become a B. This consideration motivates
the other kinds of relevant parts that we suggest. Intuitively, a diff-relevant part
demonstrates the difference of A and B and does so by preserving the information on the commonalities of both concepts at a and gives full information
on B at b. Thereby it highlights which parts of B are not entailed for A. The
diff-relevant part in our running example is displayed in Figure 2c. The flat-diffrelevant part follows the same idea, but illustrates a flattened form of difference
as it preserves only those parts from B up to the smallest depth where a difference to A occurs. The flat-diff-relevant part in our running example is displayed
in Figure 2d. It prunes the relational structure of b in comparison to the diffrelevant part. This is depicted in Figure 2d by only showing that b accumulates
a tau protein and omitting that tau proteins build tubuli. Generally, a flat-diffrelevant part is more succinct in highlighting the differences between A and B,
than a diff-relevant part.
Towards Extracting Relevant Parts of Counter Models
In order to obtain the relevant part of a counter models, we use monadic secondorder (MSO) transductions as a formalism to describe model transformations [7],
which are tailored to DL interpretations in [10]. We consider transductions since
they are well-defined and such transductions are computable since MSO model
checking is PSpace-complete [15]. Furthermore, several transductions could easily be combined and be applied after one another like procedures to obtain
the relevant parts. One can devise four transductions, one for each kind of the
relevant parts, and prove their correctness for canonical models of general EL
TBoxes. Since the canonical models of EL TBoxes are always finite, transductions
can be applied. To make the transductions precise is part of our future work.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have introduced several notions of informative relevant parts from counter
examples for explaining non-subsumptions of EL TBoxes. We are currently implementing a system for providing explanations of EL non-subsumptions based
on our kinds of relevant parts, to be evaluated on application ontologies. An
obvious extension to this work is to extend our approach to DL knowledge bases
also containing data and to more expressive logics that also have the canonical
model property—such as Horn DLs or even some types of existential rules. We
would also like to consider different types of reasoning tasks such as explaining
missing answers to conjunctive queries—as it was done for DL-Lite in [6].
Acknowledgements This work was supported by the DFG in grant 389792660 as
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